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This is the parking area next to the trailhead. This is not a very
good picture and it’s bigger than it looks here. There should be
plenty of room for 5 or 6 trailers/rigs easily. There are wide
spots in the road where you could pull off to camp. Not
pictured to the right is a rocked off area that we can park in as
well. We might have to move a few of the rocks. The trail juts
off to the left passed the retaining wall/load ramp.

A gradual climb a couple of miles passed the trail head brings
you to a very nice little overlook. I believe it is overlooking
Cambridge and/or Manns
Creek.

Bionic Mike – the trail forks here. We take the right hand fork on
Boundary trail. We stopped here for lunch before heading back
to the truck.
There is an old FS cabin about 9 miles
up the trail that might be fun to check

out sometime.
This is the corduroy that we will be replacing. Mike will dig a drain
ditch alongside the area we will be retrenching to help with erosion.
We will be back-filling with sand and gravel instead of putting in the
logs. It should make it nicer for horse traffic. We should have a
motorized wheelbarrow for our use – or we could use five gallon
buckets in our panniers to haul the gravel. The gravel will be taken
locally from the creek close to the project. I offered to go in with
Mike ahead of time and help with the prep work. Anybody else?

This bridge is just a few feet beyond the corduroy and crosses
East Pine Creek. There are lots of cool places to ride from here.
Right now the creek is really rolling – but by June it should be a
mere trickle of its former self.

Happy National Trails Day!

